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After curator Anthony Huberman brought Lutz Bacher’s work for a first 
comprehensive solo museum show to Contemporary Art Museum in St.Louis, 
Missouri, in the fall of 2008, the MoMA affiliate P.S.1 now also presents an 
exhibition by the same artist, curated by the director of another non-profit, 
Participant INC’s Lia Gangitano.  
So who is Lutz Bacher? What is her Secret Life? It’s difficult to find out as the 
artist does not reveal her real name and also is not available for interviews. 
Largely unknown to a European context, Bacher’s career is marked by 
interventions into exhibition frameworks, and by looking at her oeuvre it 
becomes apparent that Bacher has consistently sought to challenge ideas 
about authorship, gender, sexuality, violence and power.  
The works in the exhibition at P.S.1 navigate from still to moving image, from 
spatial to flat, from silent to loud. Upon entering the viewer is confronted with 
a series of graphite drawings and silkscreen on canvas, reminiscent to John 
Baldessari’s and other 1970’s concept art. These works stem from the mid 
1990’s and are based on Peruvian born Alberto Vargas’ pin up girls and 
feature caption texts from old Playboy magazines, reading for example: 
‘operator? Give me a wrong number.’ For this series Playboys (1991-94) 
Bacher was hiring others to execute her paintings and drawings, in other 
cases such as the jokes (1987-88) she has been operating with mass-
produced imagery and vernacular text. Thus for example in jokes (Mel 
Brooks) the text phrase appears above a ridiculed Brooks: ‘these birds are 
happily working for horseshit’ whereas in another one Jane Fonda explains 
before a microphone, "I'm really weird. I'm really all fucked up." 
Many of the works on display in My Secret Life were first shown with New 
York’s visionary dealers Pat Hearn and Colin de Land’s American Fine Art. 
These relationships provide the melancholic context for the single-channel 
video installation Crimson & Clover (Over & Over) (2003), the centerpiece of 
the show at P.S.1. The video recreates one of the performances in a 
memorial concert for Colin de Land by the band Angelblood. An epic rendition 
of the classic rock song, Bacher’s video begins amidst the chaos of a sound 
check on the stage at CBGB, the now defunct club on the Lower East Side. 
The monument to Pat Hearst is less glamorous; it shows the galerist on CCTV 
footage taken over the course of one year in Closes Circuit (1997-2000). Its 
that glitch character that reappears in other film works also shown in My 
Secret Life, such as large projection such as Olympiad (1993) a video record 
of a walk through Olympic Stadium in Berlin or Manhatta (1999), for which 
Bacher used re-recording on rewind when filming from a seaplane trip over 
Manhattan Island on VHS. 
In a way looking at Bacher’s art is like meeting a punk from the 1970’s. Also 
the newer works contain the same edginess and the accompanying catalogue 
reads like a photocopied fanzine. Perhaps that’s why Bacher’s work is so 
refreshing in way, although the often-proclaimed alternative character of its 
hosting institution P.S.1 has rubbed off over the years.  


